
The ORC road building team 
continues working on road 
maintenance activities in the Lac 
Seul Forest. In the first half of the 
fiscal year ORC crews completed 
over 50 % of the eligible work 
which equated to over $550,000 in 
contracted work.  These operations 
provide 9 fulltime jobs and they 
are all currently filled by Lac Seul 
Community Members. 

ORC’s main focus in on continuing 
to manage the Lac Seul Forest, 
exploring opportunities to expand 

our road building capacity, and 
providing other services. We 
are investigating building the 
capacity (staff, building, service 
truck) to provide “in-house” 
mechanical services that are 
currently contracted outside of 
the ORC team.  We are hopeful 
that the financial analysis will be 
completed in the next 12 months 
and the presentation will be made 
to the Board for their decision. 
If implemented, we expect the 
mechanical servicing operation to 
create 4 more fulltime jobs.

Success of the Road Building and 
Maintenance Operations 
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Photo: Road closure signs removed after 
maintenance crews fixed the issue!

Photo: ORC Road Maintence Crew’s Grader 
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Obish Hosts more Community Forums in September 
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Another important agreement is being 
considered by Lac Seul First Nation, Slate 
Falls Nation, Domtar, Weyerhaeuser, 
and seven independent loggers.  The 
agreement supports the recently signed 
Framework agreement which protects 
the many opportunities that First 
Nations have secured over the past five 
year of operations where Obishikokaang 
Resources Corporation (ORC) carried out 
the five-year Forest Resource Licence on 

behalf of the Sioux Lookout MNRF. This 
twenty-year Evergreen agreement will 
allow for the forest to transition from the 
Crown’s control to a Sustainable Forest 
Licence with the Lac Seul First Nation as 
the largest single shareholder.  

According to Chief Clifford Bull of 
Lac Seul First Nation, “This long-term 
agreement will protect the jobs that we 
have secured and allow us the certainty 

that is required to have longevity in this 

resource business. ORC will continue to 

have the same leading role in managing 

the forest.  In this agreement, we made 

sure that our Band Members see 

tangible benefits and the elements that 

are important to the First Nations are 

defined and protected by signing both 

of these agreements.”

Obish hosted community forums on a 
Value-Added Wood Products Facility 
and Transportation study happening 
in and around Lac Seul First Nation on 
September 3 and 4th. The events held 
in Frenchmen’s Head, Kejick Bay and 
Slate Falls were well attended with 
nearly 100 people demonstrating their 
interests in the potential for a forest-
based value added business and the 
potential for a new ferry crossing on Lac 
Seul. Slate Falls and Kejick Bay attendees 
were very keen to learn more about the 
potential of a new ferry and site on the 
lake, while Frenchman’s head members 
were focused on the potential of a value-
added wood products plant that is 
expected to located in the community 
if the results of the study are favourable. 

There is also an ongoing transportation 
study that would reduce the haul 
distance to the new value-added plant 
and to the Domtar mill in Dryden. This 

study focuses on the potential for cost 
savings in wood harvest from the Lac 
Seul Forest to Domtar’s mill in Dryden as 
well as the cost to purchase and operate 
a ferry. ORC has retained engineers 
and business experts to look at the 
carbon savings available by reducing 
the haul distances, which reduces fuel 
consumption. The final report will also 
highlight the obvious access benefits 
to Slate Falls people who are travelling 
to Dryden or west to Winnipeg. Driving 
distances would be reduced from Slate 
Falls to Dryden by 50 km and would 
include the scenic crossing on Lac Seul. 
Driving times from Whitefish Bay would 
be improved by 30 minutes if Vaughn 
road is upgraded, compared to the route 
using Hwy 72.

A new ferry on Lac Seul would connect 
the Linden road on the north side of the 
lake to the Vaughn road near Whitefish 
Bay, and would be a great asset to many 

community members as no community 
members of LSFN or SFN will be charged 
to cross. Fees would be charged to non-
traditional users and forestry-related 
travel. We look forward to the findings of 
the feasibility study and hope a fiscally 
sustainable model will be supported by 
all stakeholders. 

The October community forums and 
the project they are connected to is 
supported by federal funding and were 
sponsored by Obish. Attendees at each 
forum were entered in a door prize 
for a $100 Giant Tiger gift card and all 
participants enjoyed refreshments and 
a free gift from Obish (or ORC).  We 
sincerely appreciate your feedback 
and involvement in the project. Project 
Update community forums will be 
hosted in early 2017, we hope to see you 
there!

Ondaadiziwin (Livelihood) – Evergreen SFL agreement 
is Now a Possibility for Lac Seul 

Photo: The Transportation study is looking at 
regional route improvement options 

Photo: Community members and ORC staff discuss new ideas at Community Forums in October
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ORC CONTRIBUTES TO 18 
DIFFERENT COMMUNITY 
INITIATIVES IN 2016
ORC is committed to supporting our 
community and one way we do this is through 
the financial support of community events, 
initiatives and sports activities. In 2016, ORC 
sponsored or donated to:

• Elder Walk

• Youth Sports/Camps

• Community Events

• Community Signs

• Lac Seul Minor Hockey Association Events

• LSFN Hockey Tournament

• LSFN Ice Fishing Tournament

• Career Fairs

• Fire Wood Donated to LSFN Communities

• Sawlogs Donated to Cabin Plant

In 2016, ORC has donated over $90,000 to 
support local events and initiatives that 

benefit our community members. 

Photo: Sports jerseys among the sports items donated by ORC this year

Staff Spotlight:  
Andre Sakakeesic, 

Operational Supervisor

Andre started working for ORC about 3 years ago. 
Originally working with Silviculture Forester Bob Auld 
as a technician, Andre applied himself to many areas of 
forestry activity and gained valuable experience. Today, 
he’s an Operations Supervisor and his duties include 
monitoring of harvest operations and road building 
activities on the Lac Seul Forest. 

“A lot can change in the forestry world. Andre has 
been a constant presence on the forest since the early 
days of Obish managing it,” says Chief Forester Steve 
Yeung, “Andre loves the outdoors and that is reflected 
in the quality of the work he does.” In addition to his 
regular duties, in the summer time Andre supervises 
the summer students on the LSFN Summer Forestry 
Experience Program and was a foreman for the LSFN 
crew on the slash pile burns.

Thank you, Andre, for all your hard work!
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Ondaadiziwin Logo Contest Winner!

The winning logo design for 
Ondaadiziwin by Michael Capay

In September and October, Obish put out a call for logo designs for the new company, 

Ondaadiziwin, that will be formed to support the new Evergreen Agreement. 

“Ondaadiziwin” means “Livelihood” in Anishinaabe language, referring to the long-term 

job opportunities and economic stability the agreement will support. Congratulations 

to Michael Capay, winner of the logo design contest! His design captures the essence of 

Ondaadiziwin’s purpose: to care for the forest resources around us. His logo is currently 

being digitized by a professional graphic design firm.



CONTACT

Visit our new website!

www.obishikokaangresources.com

Anne Marie Wynn,  
Community Liaison & Communications Officer

Phone 1-807-738-4957

Email awynn@hmeenterprises.ca

Silviculture Program 
Expands in 2016

ORC secures 285,000 in 
Forestry Future Funds  
in 2016

Obish has completed it’s 2016 Silviculture Program. Silviculture 

is the process of renewing a forest after harvest activities 

have occurred. It involves planning, surveying, planting trees, 

maintaining orchards and ensuring the health regeneration of 

the forest back to it’s original state. 

The Obish Silviculture Program has been steadily growing 
along with the harvest activities increasing in Lac Seul Forest. 
This year, we completed:

Obish has successfully secured funding for the ongoing 

Forestry Futures Trust Framework Agreement discussions 

that are underway with several stakeholders on the Lac 

Seul Forest. In early October, Chief Bull, Kevin Belangier (VP, 

Domtar), Fred Dzida (CEO, Weyerhaeuser) met with the 

Ontario Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry, Kathryn 

McGarry where she committed to assisting this process 

and was personally follow the developments. These funds 

are intended to pay for all the added expense incurred 

from the negotiation around the Framework Agreement 

and enhanced Sustainable Forest Licence agreement.

The discussions were initiated earlier this year when the 

MNRF instructed eFRL holders that these short-term 

Licences would not be renewed in 2017, instead the 

MNRF would initiate a procurement process on Forests 

that were not engaged in fruitful negotiations towards 

implementing an enhanced Sustainable Forest License 

(eSFL). Funding was initially approved in September 2016 

and covered any expenses directed to the achievement 

of this goal after the initial application was requested.

The funding secured has saved our community the 

significant expense of paying for the costs of these 

negotiations and we would like to extend our sincere 

thanks the Sioux Lookout District of MNRF and Forest 

Futures Committee for their support along this path.

Seedlings Planted:  

2,903,440  
(125% increase from 2015)

Cones Collected:  

721 Hectolitres  
and still going  
(35% increase from 2015)

Surveyed:  

5,800 hectares  
(21% increase from 2015)

Hectares Thinned:  

43.3  
(9% increase from 2015)

Amount Invested in Renewing the Forest:  

$4 Million


